CONSIGNED BY MILLER STABLE, ARTHUR, IL

FOX VALLEY CIRCUS p,3,2:04.4h


1st Dam
FUNNY CLOWN p,2:2:00.3; 3:1:56.2 ($35,759) by INCREDIBLE FINALE p,4:1:53.2f. At 2, 14 (5-2-3) and winner ISOBA SPRING PREVIEW AT DUQUOIN AND SPRINGFIELD, DOWNSATE CLASSIC (ELM. AND FINAL) AT DECATOR AND ILLINOIS AT LINCOLN; SECOND IN ILL. STATE FAIR COLT S. FINAL AND ISOBA FALL REVIEW AT DUQUOIN; THIRD IN ORANGE & BLUE S. (ELM.) AND MISTY MISTY S. (ELM.). AT 2, RACE TIME 1:56.4; AT 3, SECOND IN DIRECT BALANCE S. (CONS.). DAM OF 8 LIVING FOALS, 6 WINNERS. DAM OF:

FOX VALLEY FUNNY p,2:1:56h; 3:1:54.4; 4:1:52.3 (M, SPORTSMASTER) ($209,250). At 2, winner VIOLET S. (ELM.) AT MAYWOOD; SECOND IN ACTIVE DONNA V. (FINAL) AT BALMORAL AND ILL. STATE FAIR S. (ELM.) AT SPRINGFIELD; THIRD IN ORANGE & BLUE S. (ELM.) AT BALMORAL. AT 3, THIRD IN ILL. STATE FAIR COLT S. (CONS.).
GO FLO GO p,2:1:56h; 3:1:54.4; 4:1:52.3 (M, SPORTSMASTER) ($209,250). 3 wins. At 2, 4-2-0-1 and winner ACTIVE DONNA V. S. (ELM.); THIRD IN ILL. STATE FAIR COLT S. (ELM.). AT 3, WINNER DOWNSATE CLASSIC (ELM.); THIRD IN FINAL AT DECATOR; SECOND IN ISOBA SPRING PREVIEW AT SPRINGFIELD AND IN DIRECT DOTTIE S. AT 3, RACE TIME 1:52.4.

2nd Dam

FOX VALLEY TRICKS p,1:54.4 (INCREDIBLE FINALE) ($28,569).
BRET’S EMBLEM p,3:1:55.2; 1:55f (BRET HANOVER) ($24,980).
FUNNY CLOWN p,2:2:00.3; 3:1:56.3 (M, INCREDIBLE FINALE) ($35,759). AS ABOVE.
CLOWN LYRIC p,2:1:53.2; 1:58.2 (M, INCREDIBLE FINALE) ($23,961).

3rd Dam
ALL THE TRICKS p,2:2:01.3 by STEADY STAR p,4:2:01.9. HALF-SISTER TO THE DAM OF TRANQUIL STORM p,4:1:52 ($370,811), ETC. DAM OF 5 FOALS, INCLUDING:


STATEMENT
Bred to ON A YEAR p,1:51.4 ($348,326) (BETTORS DELIGHT/VIKING VENGEANCE (IL)); LAST BRED JUNE 4. Fee paid.